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so-called because it is made with the American Columbus hop. Back at the Strand I opted for
a more exotic brew, the 4.0% Orange Blossom Special, made with 30 oranges; tasty.
Seduced by the good weather, I decided to ignore the forecast for the next day and have a go
at Great Gable. Big mistake! It was drizzling as I left the Strands, raining as I parked at Wasdale Head, and pissing down at the mountain top; that pernicious Lakeland rain which sneaks
inside your cagoule and soaks you to the skin. I got lost on top of Great Gable, finding myself
unexpectedly at a cliff-edge, and having to take a compass bearing off the mountain. A
drowned rat crawled exhausted back to his car that afternoon. I could have gone to the Wasdale Head Inn, beloved of the climbing community, but I needed to dry out, so back to the
Strands. It took a lamb madras, treacle tart, and pints of Low Flyer (4.3%, malty) and the
ironically-named Corrsberg (4.1% pale-coloured ale, “the ideal real ale to wean you off lager”) before life seeped back into my body.

A

t Easter I took a few days holiday in the Lake District. I grew up in the north-west, so
I’ve been to the Lakes many times, but never the western side. For my base, I picked
the Strands Inn in Nether Wasdale, the western valley which is headed by bleak Wastwater.
Nether Wasdale is a couple of miles shy of the lake, in scenic, more rural countryside. It’s
only a small hamlet but it contains two pubs, the Strands and the Screes Inn. These used to
be rivals, but when the Screes went bankrupt a few years ago, Mark and Lesley, owners of
the Strands, bought the second pub too. The pubs have different menus and both offer rooms.

I certainly wasn’t going up anything else on my final day, instead wandering around the
lovely but pub-free Loweswater. For my last meal at the Strands I had an excellent steak,
more treacle tart, and a couple more beers from the ever-changing selection – the more fullbodied Irresponsibility (a 5.0% IPA) and the dark, smooth Galaxy Cream (4.8%), made with
6 different malts, with chocolate and coffee flavours.
So, if you are looking for a base to explore the quieter western side of the Lake District, I can
heartily recommend the Strands – good accommodation, great beer (I left with a presentation
pack), great food and an unparalleled scenic setting. Arguably, the only drawback is that it’s
difficult to get a mobile phone signal – but some of us regard this as an advantage!
Mike Frost

My accommodation was comfortable, and the village a great base for hill-walking and exploring the western Lakes (Ennerdale Water was a particular favourite). But of course you’ll
be most interested in the fact that the pub has a microbrewery attached. The Strands brewery
has been running since shortly after the present owners took over in 2006. The first brew, a
light pale ale (3.8%), was called Errmmm..., allegedly so that if anyone couldn’t make up
their minds what to drink, Errmmm... was what they would be served – marketing genius! It
is indeed a great beer to start the evening, going well with Lakeland lamb cutlets. A good
follow-up is T’errmmm-inator, a 4.9% porter with a pump-clip featuring an Arnie-like sheep.
These days the brewing is handled by Daniel (head brewer) and Dan (assistant), who produce
up to 4000 litres per week. Although they have supplied other local pubs, these days they
stick to the Strands and Screes, and beer festivals, including an annual one at the Strands.
I took advantage of the sunny weather (!) to climb Scafell Pike, my first visit to the highest
point in England in over 40 years. To celebrate, I had a pint of Scafell Summit, a 3.8% pale
ale. When this brew was launched, the landlord lugged a barrel to the top of the mountain and
served it to the lucky summiteers – I could have done with a pint there myself! I followed up
my gammon steak with a pint of the Brown Bitter (3.8%), a malty darker style bitter.
The good weather continued the next day when I took the Ravenglass and Eskdale narrowgauge railway to Dalegarth, and strolled around beautiful Eskdale, ending up at the village of
Boot. The village has several pubs with a good real ale reputation (notably the Boot Inn and
Brook House Inn), but unfortunately my timing was out and I wasn’t able to sample any.
Instead, I had a pepperoni pizza at the Screes Inn, accompanied by a pint of the 1492 (3.5%),
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Another year, another crop of winners!
It’s that time of year when we make the
LST branch awards to our Pubs of the
Year. And while we naturally give a heavy
emphasis to ale quality and choice, we
also concentrate on the many other
aspects which make pub visits so
rewarding, including the ambience and
welcome. At the end of the day of
course, the awards are a recognition of
the sterling efforts made by the
hardworking publicans and staff!
First up, we offer our congratulations to
the Angel Ale House in Atherstone.
Gaffers Carol and Shane are pictured
above, receiving our Warwickshire award
from branch treasurer Eric Randall. The
Angel has won this award in four out of
the last five years, a testament to its
worthiness.
Moving on to our portion of the West
Midlands - broadly the Sutton Coldfield
area - we have a new winner in the Mare
Pool at Four Oaks. Pictured left is shift
manager Jim Clinch accepting the award
from branch member Bill Hardeman. This
is something of a coup for the Mare Pool,
as the nearby Bishop Vesey - another JD
Wetherspoon - has been a frequent
winner of this award, but they were
pipped to the post owing to the sustained
efforts of Jim on ale choices and quality.
Last but not least, we say very well done
to the Tamworth Tap, roaring into the
number one slot this year due to the
magnificent efforts of Louise and George
Greenaway, who have transformed this
former tourist information office into an
iconic drinking place, elegantly multiroomed with a castle-view beer garden.
They are pictured receiving the award
from branch membership secretary Adam
Randall, centre.
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Bostin’ Brew Taps

Bostin’ Brew Taps cont.

decided I was long overdue a visit to the Black Country and its brew taps. Over the space
of a few days I experienced and enjoyed some ‘bostin’ brewery taps.
My first visit was to Stourbridge and the Duke William, left,
a Craddock’s brewery tap, one of their four pubs. The beers
were originally brewed here but moved to Bridgnorth,
though the good news is that plans are afoot to shortly move
back home to Stourbridge, into larger premises. Of the eight
Craddock beers on tap I sampled a monthly brewed special
ale, Cast Iron Stout at 5%, which was very tasty indeed, as
was the Troll Ale, also at 5%. When visiting make sure you
try their finest pies.
Onwards to Brierley Hill and the famous Vine, right. Originally the site was said to be a slaughterhouse, hence the
pub’s Bull and Bladder nickname. Once inside you have the
choice of multiple rooms. This is the home of Batham’s
Ales, which have been brewed on the premises for 150 years.
Batham’s famous Bitter and Mild were on tap, going down
very well with the delicious cheese and onion cobs which are
also a well-known feature of the place! To keep up with the
demand for the Bitter it is still delivered in 54-gallon hogshead casks to the thirstier pubs.
The Old Swan at Netherton, left, is another classic homebrew pub, with a sprawling interior and a rare enamel tiled
ceiling in the bar. It’s also popularly known as Ma Pardoe’s,
after legendary landlady Doris Pardoe. Shortly after Doris’s
death in 1984, the pub was put up for sale and CAMRA
were so concerned about its future that it set up a company
to temporarily take over the pub! Old Swan beers are still
brewed on site with five ales available on my visit. I sampled Bumble Hole 5.2%, NPA 4.8%, finishing with Dark
Swan 4.2%, all hitting the spot. This heritage pub is a must-visit.
Travelling next to Rowley Regis, I stopped at the Britannia Inn, home of the Pig Iron
Brewery at the rear of the pub. Beers are also produced under the Britt label. Nine ales were
on the bar; I sampled their very nice Working Mons Mild, at a surprisingly strong 5%. Fownes Elephant Rider, a 4% pale ale, was a good one to finish on.
Not far away in Upper Gornal is the Jolly Crispin, right,
tap for the Fownes Brewery on site. Formerly a shoemaker’s house, it became an alehouse sometime in the
1830s. They have eight beers on tap, naturally including
some Fownes along with guest beers. The regular Fownes
Crispins Ommer was 4.1% with hints of blackcurrant and
honey, a seemingly strange combination but one I really
enjoyed.

It was time to visit another iconic home-brew pub then, the nearby Beacon Hotel in Sedgley.
This is the home of the Sarah Hughes brewery, the name referring to another legendary Black
Country landlady. She bought the place in 1921, and beers were brewed at the rear until
1957. It is her grandson John Hughes who deserves the credit for resurrecting the brewery in
1987. Both pub and brewery are Grade II-listed, with the brewery having an extremely unusual open copper. Inside the pub it is as if time stood still, with four rooms surrounding the
low central servery, where you often need to bend down to get served! A visit to this awesome pub should be part of any Black Country itinerary, but beware of its other very traditional feature – afternoon closing! The compulsory tipple is of course Sarah Hughes Dark
Ruby Mild – 6% but full of fruit and gentle hops, a firm favourite of mine. I finished off with
Sedgley Surprise, a hoppy ale at 5%.
A final visit was to the Park Inn at Woodsetton,
right, the Holden’s tap whose large brewery sits to the
side. As you would expect, mainly Holden’s beers are
sold together with three guest ales, giving plenty of
choice. I tried the Enville Ginger at 4%, very refreshing, and finishing off with the Holden’s Black Country Special, a sweet, malty amber ale at 5%.
There are plenty more bostin’ places to visit in the Black Country – fine beers and brilliant
pubs. Start planning your next visit!
Bill Hardeman

I
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Keen on WhatPub but cheesed off with the all the adverts? They’re there for a reason of
course, as a stream of income for CAMRA, but they can be annoying, particularly if your
broadband is not too hot and the adverts chew into your bandwidth.
Luckily, help is at hand – simply log in with your CAMRA membership number, and the
adverts disappear. No more automatic triggers to look at the model of toaster you’ve already gone ahead and bought, or that holiday that you’ve already decided you can’t afford.
And if you use the ‘remember me’ option at the point of login, you’ll avoid the need to
keep logging in.
One of the less well-advertised benefits of
CAMRA membership!
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Newcastle-Under-Lyme Time

E

aster Saturday and a glorious sunny day. Not for us the queues at Alton Towers or Drayton Manor but an hour’s trip up the main line from Nuneaton to Stoke-on-Trent railway
station. We were on our way to Newcastle-under-Lyme, which doesn’t have its own station,
but there are frequent bus services from outside Stoke station (such as number 25, taking
about 25 minutes).
CAMRA’s WhatPub had shown that there are the best part of twenty real ale outlets in the
town centre, with a wonderful diversity. A short walk from the bus station to the end of the
High Street brought us to the Black Friar, a corner local, recently refurbished, showing
sport, with two ales on offer, and Doom Bar at only £1.80 a pint.
Then back up along the High Street, past the excellent Shaw’s fish
shop and the empty (on a Saturday?) market stalls along to the
Ironmarket, at the far end of which is the Wetherspoon Arnold
Machin. It’s a good looking building, converted from a Post Office, with air conditioning ducts in the ceilings detracting from an
otherwise attractive interior. It had the usual good range of wellpriced ales, both local and national. We did well to get a seat on
the terrace overlooking masses of tulips in full flower, right, in the
Queen’s gardens, in turn overlooked by a statue of Victoria. Arnold Machin, you ask? Born in Stoke, he was the sculptor of the
Queen’s (Elizabeth this time) head on postage stamps.
Back along Ironmarket to the Old Bulls Head, a low-beamed and
tastefully restored Joule’s house, the oldest pub in Newcastle. It’s
one of those places where you feel comfortable and relaxed as
soon as you enter, and the bar, pictured left, gives an idea of the
wood-rich décor which is so typical of the Joule’s in-house style.
From the full Joule’s range on offer, we chose the Pale Ale, a
pleasant session beer.
Now down Merrial Street to something entirely different – the
Thirsty Giraffe, a modern smart bar with giraffe-etched windows
and a friendly welcome inside. The bar is pictured below. A good
range of bottled and craft beers were
available in addition to the four cask
ales on offer. Though tempted by the 4T’s Busman’s Cherry
Mild, we opted for and enjoyed the Burton Bridge XL Bitter, a
4.0% beer brewed by them since 1980! Opening times here are
quite varied (including closed Sunday-Tuesday) so do check
WhatPub for hours, but it’s well worth a visit.
Back to the road junction and right, and the red-and-whitepainted building is the Bridge Street Ale House, regular winner
of CAMRA awards and easy to see why. Converted from an antiques shop in 2014, it has five varied and regularly changing real
ales on offer.
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Newcastle-Under-Lyme Time cont.
A short walk again, this time up the Liverpool Road, crossing the
A52 ring road, to find the Albert, pictured right. On the corner of
Brindley Street, this is a treasure of a place – a small traditional
single-roomed pub, with murals on one of the outside walls. Four
real ales on offer, with Wells Bombardier being our choice and in
good nick.
Less than ten minutes then to the bus station and the number 25
back to the rail station. In good time for our train, we had no excuse to miss bod (trendily in lower case). This is adjacent to platform 1 and recently opened by Titanic brewery. Our last beer of
the day, Titanic Lifeboat, was a 4% fruity and hoppy bitter we
hadn’t tried before, but will look out for again.
A super day out, a real variety of pubs, bars and beers, and what’s more there are more than
enough outlets for another visit.
Bernard Lucas

Paper Round Perks

O

ne of the pleasures of delivering Last Orders to pubs is that you get to revisit places
regularly and often get to try some new beers in the process. We also deliver the magazine to many places outside our branch area, including to several pubs in and around Hinckley town centre. Given the vibrant pub scene there nowadays it’s hard to believe that it was
once a Marston’s stronghold, with little choice otherwise. And they call them the good old
days! Now there are a good selection of places with a wide variety of beers and ciders.
On arrival by bus the first port of call was the White Bear, a Steamin’ Billy pub which normally has two of their own beers and two guests. I chose the Charnwood Crazy Fox, a 6.5%
US-style pale ale which was fruity and resiny with an earthy hoppiness and solid malt backbone. This was enjoyed whilst sitting outside in the sun in the patio/beer garden. On to the
Queen’s Head which has a painted pub sign that in itself is becoming a
rarity these days. This is a friendly, characterful, old-fashioned pub with
several rooms on different levels. It is tastefully furnished and has numerous local photos including one of the former thatched Queen’s Head
pub which stood on the same site. There are also advertising mirrors,
old pub signs and brewery memorabilia adorning the walls. Fireplaces
and an old-fashioned range add to the ambience, including the fireplace pictured
right in the Tap Room. From the four ales
available the fruity and citrussy Adnams
Ghost Ship was my choice while relaxing in this comfy pub
which is well worth a visit.
Next up was the New Plough Inn (pictured left), an ornate detached pub built in 1900 which has a pleasing brick and stone
façade. In its large and welcoming one-roomed interior there is a
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Paper Round Perks cont.
large amount of Rugby memorabilia displayed throughout, plus the novelty of a cheese skittles table. Marston’s beers and several guest ales is the norm. Milestone Cherry Stout was
reddish-black with an off-white head. It had prominent cherry and pithy stone notes followed
by a roast barley bitterness, making it a perfectly balanced beer. I could easily have had another but duty called.
Heading back towards the town centre saw arrival at the Pestle and Mortar, a convivial oneroomed micro pub (interior pictured right) with a good
choice of ales and ciders. Two ales took my fancy, starting
with the Exit 33 Northern Best, a grainy, spicy, hoppy bitter
with a balancing maltiness. This was followed by Nethergate
Umbel Magna. Intense toffee aromas and flavours dominate
in this smooth porter, with dark malts becoming evident in
the warming finish. Beers on a later visit included Tudor
Sugar Loaf, a ruby red, grainy, lightly hopped ale and Front
Row Lohag, a pale, peaty and smoky pale ale.
A look-in at the soon-to-go Wetherspoon Baron of Hinckley did not disappoint, as a Scottish
beer, Strathaven Winter Glow was an interesting guest. It’s a brown ale with added cinnamon
and orange zest evident, with malt and hops lingering in the background. A pleasant enough
beer but not particularly moreish. JDW are departing from the Baron in September with the
Elmsthorpe brewery then moving into the premises. After refurbishment it will re-open with
a new range of beers available. This can only enhance the already good real ale scene with
JDW also said to be looking to move into alternative premises in the town.
Back to the job in hand with a visit to the Railway Inn. This is the second Steamin’ Billy pub
in Hinckley, which also features guest ales alongside their own offerings. On this occasion I
opted for Charnwood Tasmin Bay, a light, golden ale with New Zealand Nelson Sauvin hops,
giving it distinctive grapefruit and gooseberry aromas and flavours.
I had saved the best until last, with the final delivery to the
Elbow Room Ale and Cider House (pictured left). The place
never disappoints, with its unusual and diverse choice of ales
and ciders, plus it is also conveniently close to the bus station.
They normally have a couple of interesting average strength
ales at usual pub prices, with higher prices for the stronger or
more exotic brews. It is well worth paying the extra for the
latter as they are always beers of note that you are unlikely to
see elsewhere. The Almasty Breakfast IPA was a murky, unfined alcoholic beer soup which had lots of juicy maltiness and a resiny, earthy hoppiness
from the Mosaic hops used. Meanwhile, Wiper & True Milkshake had ground coffee, chocolate and vanilla aromas and flavours in abundance, and in perfect harmony in this very
moreish milk stout. To finish I had a half of North Riding Fudge Brownie Stout which had
intense chocolate and fudge aromas and flavours, coffee notes, a roast barley bitterness and a
sweet, warming alcoholic finish, as you would expect from a 7.4% beer. Time then to catch
the bus home but rest assured, I’ll be back to do my paper round again and sample the delights that the pubs of Hinckley have to offer.
Eric Randall
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would certainly have had their work cut out, which is why the Black
Boy about halfway up would have been so ideally placed for refreshment! It’s pictured right, also giving an idea of the gradient of the
road. This is another pleasantly basic boozer, with two rooms either
side of a central bar featuring quarry tile floors, wooden beams, and a
small but elaborate open coal fire. The place is Grade II-listed, and the
name is a reference to King Charles II, whose mother apparently nicknamed him ‘black boy’ because of his swarthy appearance. Eight ales
on the bar including Bewdley Worcestershire Way and the significantly stronger Worcestershire Sway. Should you order a half of each,
you’ll be asked the strange question of whether you want them in the
same glass – but this is because the popular house special of Jubilee is
a half’n’half mix of the two.
A gaspy walk back up the Cartway leads us back into
town proper and the Joule’s-owned Shakespeare Inn,
left. We’re not expecting a great deal on the ale front,
which is borne out – four Joule’s ale and a guest – but the
interior is up to the usual polished style we expect from
Joule’s, with lots of wood and glass, plus a pleasant outdoor area.

W

ith the blessing of a beautiful spring day, our LST branch coach trip social was off to
a good start. And while we can’t plan the weather, we can plan a set of nice pubs to
visit – a task made easier by the fact of our destination being Bridgnorth. Carved in two by
the River Severn, we had the choice of either High Town to the west, or Low Town to the
east. As it seems that most of the better pubs are in High Town, it was a case of going west!
First port of call was the Bell & Talbot, a superbly basic boozer with a
small snug room to the front, and a larger room to the rear which features
a flaring coal fire in wintertime. An unusual feature in here was the curvy
bar frontage, right, clearly made from old wooden cask staves, with the
periodic appearance of small circular shive plugs showing that they’d
used each and every stave! Fairly straightforward ale choices in here,
including Wye Valley and Hobson’s beers, but we stuck with that simple
and unmistakeable classic, Batham’s Bitter.
It was then time for a downhill stroll to the Railwayman’s Arms, which
started out in life as the refreshment rooms of the adjacent Severn Valley Railway. The pub opened in 1861, a full year before
the rail line itself arrived, proving that rail planners in those days got their
priorities right! Nowadays of course, the rail line is a heritage railway
running down to Kidderminster, and sure enough the platform adjacent to
the pub was a riot of chuff-chuff sights, sounds and smells. On the tastes
front, there were plenty of choices on the bar, with a reasonable mix of
near and far. Hobson’s Best was suitably local and a nicely old-fashioned
brown bitter, well balanced.
Having lost a bit of height, it was time to climb back up again to the town park, with its wrapround views of railway, river, and river escarpment in the distance. It was decision time –
have a white-knuckle ride in the funicular railway, or press on? We decided to forgo the excitement and press on to the Black Boy Inn. This sits on Cartway, in its day the only route
from High Town to the river which was suitable for carts. Unless lightly loaded, those carts
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More varied territory alewise is available just across the
road in the White Lion. This is the tap for Hop & Stagger beers, which were made at the rear
of the pub until the brewery outgrew the premises and moved off-site. Maybe they needed the
space to make the scotch eggs for which the pub is famed – we certainly saw plate after plateful coming out of the kitchen, as fresh as it gets! Four Hop & Stagger beers on the bar, and a
range of interesting guests including Vocation and Dark Star. Nice courtyard-style beer garden to the rear as well.
Formerly a gated town, Bridgnorth still has a surviving gate, the
impressive Northgate. This has a museum if you want to linger,
but a visit to the Golden Lion, right, may be more up your street.
This is a welcome outlet for Holdens in the town, with five of
their ales available, though sadly no guest. Given the pretty exterior, it’s surprisingly plain inside, but comfortable enough.
Nearby, the entryway to the Stables Bar has signage for
Bridgnorth Brewery, but a little birdie
told us that the brewery is no more, so
instead we make the adjacent Kings Head our final port of call.
Pictured left, it’s a lovely old timbered beauty, once again Grade IIlisted and dating from the 16th century. The age of the building is
particularly evident inside, where the wooden pillars supporting the
upper floors stand out. It also has an interesting brazier-style log
fire, though this did need emergency surgery during a previous visit
when the pub started filling up with eye-watering wood smoke!
Mostly Hobsons and Wye Valley beers on the bar, but Three Tuns
XXX provided a nice alternative for finishing off with.
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Tipple Tattle
NORTH WARWICKSHIRE
We are pleased to note that the Market Tavern in Atherstone re-opened in early May after a
closure of nearly a year. Though the building is still owned by the Warwickshire Brewing
Company, it is run independently, but with a commitment to offer at least one Warwickshire
ale. The plan is to have three other ales on, plus four changing real ciders. They offer
CAMRA members a 20p/pint discount on ales, and at present are opening at noon each day.
The neglected rear garden is having a much-needed revamp.
Over at Polesworth, the Bulls Head has had a lick of paint inside and out, a
lounge refurbishment plus some logo work and new signage (right). Beers
from the Greene King stable (e.g. including Belhaven or Morlands ales)
feature prominently, usually tempered by interesting guests such as recent
offerings of Parkway Big Ben’s APA and Golden Duck Lunny’s No. 8.
Just up the road in Birchmoor, the Gamecock has undergone a big renovation, now sporting
a complete new bar, relocated cellar, new lounge area and games room. Three Church End
ales were on during our visit, and landlady Mandy plans three changing real ales and food in
the near future.
It’s worth noting that Polesworth Carnival (6th July) is just around the corner, and would be a
good time to visit. The Spread Eagle is closest to the carnival – open all day with barbecue
and real ales – and you could visit the Bulls Head, nearby Gamecock, and also the Mini
Miner in Dordon (Goat’s Milk plus changing guests such as Exmoor Hound Dog).
The Griffin Inn at Shustoke, already a real ale stronghold, has significantly improved its
cider offerings. It used to offer up to four real ciders in summertime, but has upped that to ten
or so.
Looks like we were premature in reporting the expected departure of Helen Jane Ray from
the Green Man in Coleshill; apparently the planned deal fell through, so Helen remains at
the helm for the time being.
Nuneaton’s Railway Tavern has re-opened with new managers Tina Freeman and Alan
Varney at the helm. No real ales at the moment, but Tina said that may change if demand is
there. She said that they want to get the pub back to how it was, and are looking to restart
pool and darts teams and live bands. We wish them well and hope real ales appear soon.

Breaking news from 1st July! The JD Wetherspoon Vouchers are to go!
But before you write in (assuming it bothers you!), the scheme will apparently be replaced
by something called the CAMRA Vouchers scheme. The value will increase to £30 per
year, with “two pub chains signed to it, with another eight possibles joining.” We don’t
know who the two chains are – presumably JDW is one – but we are promised more details
in June.
So there’s never been a better time to join CAMRA, and if you’ve yet to make the jump,
then it might be a good idea to get in now, as membership subscriptions are due to increase
(albeit modestly) on the 1st of July. See page 9.
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Tipple Tattle cont.
Alties in Bedworth has changed hands, with Tim Mann now managing the pub.
Diane Bates has taken over the Coniston Tavern in Nuneaton, which offers Pedigree and a
weekly guest ale from the Marston’s portfolio.

STAFFORDSHIRE
Early May saw the opening of yet another ale venue in
Lichfield, WIP on Tamworth Street, pictured right. This
was formerly the Titan Games shop. It’s now styled as a
‘craft beer & pizza parlour’ but offers up to three everchanging guest ales. The ground floor features an open
solid fuel range, while the larger upstairs area includes
old bus and cinema seats. Despite the modern frontage,
it’s clearly old inside, with irregular wooden beams. The
name – maybe not the most thoughtful choice given the
nearby independent Whippet Inn – stands for Work In Progress. Open from noon but closed
on Sundays and Mondays.
We are delighted to report that Tamworth’s Kings Ditch has once again won CAMRA’s
West Midlands Cider Pub of the Year. This award – the third such in four years – means that
the Ditch goes on to the next stage for national Cider POTY, so fingers crossed.
Another excellent result for the town is that the Tamworth Tap has been awarded Staffordshire Pub of the Year by the Pub & Bar trade magazine. The winners are selected based on
“overall best practice across a number of operational categories”. The county awards will be
presented at a red carpet event in London as we go to press, where fifteen regional winners
and the overall national champion will also be announced. So we may have something further
to report in the next issue …
The Penny Black in Tamworth seems to be upping the ante recently, with a sequence of
Salopian ales (Slipstream, Propaganda, Cliff Edge) and at the time of writing they seemed to
be moving into a Backyard phase (Aethelred, Blonde, Coaltown Coffee Stout).
A top tip has revealed three more pubs in the branch area which are offering discounts to
CAMRA members. These are part of the Vintage Inns chain (an M&B offshoot), all of whose
pubs apparently offer a 20p/pint discount to members. So should you visit the Hedgehog in
Lichfield, the Tame Otter in Hopwas or the Bulls Head at Shenstone, then flash your card!
Last issue we said that better than one in six pubs in the LST branch offer a discount; the
addition of these three (bringing the total up to 41, see page 28) means that the figure is now
one in five real ale pubs offering a benefit. Show them your support!
We’re pleased to note that the Three Horseshoes in Fazeley has been offering a guest ale for

Next LST Branch Meetings; please come along and say hello!

Tue 4th June 8pm, Sir Robert Peel, Tamworth, B79 7BA
Tue 2nd July 8pm, Station, Sutton Coldfield, B73 6AT
Wed 7th August 8pm, Blue Boar, Mancetter, CV9 1NE
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Tipple Tattle cont.
some time now. In addition to the regulars of Bass and Tribute, gaffer Dean has served up
ales from the likes of Purity, Oakham, Tollgate and Backyard. They’re proving very popular,
and are set to continue with an emphasis on local breweries.

WEST MIDLANDS
We’ve a trendy new venue in Mere Green, in the form of
the Cock’n’Bull, pictured right. Situated on the Lichfield
Road near Specsavers, it has a little sun-terrace to the
front, a large main room and a mezzanine-style upper
floor. Unusually, it serves two cask ales by gravity, and
they seem to be sticking solely with Green Duck ales.
Two real ciders too. With no cooling, the beers were on
the warmish side during our visit – not brilliant when
you’re charging premium prices – but they did claim to have some cooling jackets. The hipster décor includes knackered old doors and wooden pallet light fittings. Food includes excellent ‘filthy’ burgers, which for the uninitiated means that you’ll end up looking like a messy
three-year-old even if you use a knife and fork.
Dates for Meet the Brewer nights at the Station in Sutton Coldfield are 20th June
(Marston’s) and 18th July (Wye Valley). As usual, these are Thursdays, with a kick off time
of around 7pm.

BEYOND THE BORDERS
Following on from a three-year stint in Norwich, the Great British Beer
Festival Winter is moving to the Midlands. It will spend three years in
Birmingham, with the next one being held at the New Bingley Hall in
Birmingham, from Tuesday 4th to Saturday 8th February 2020. Reflecting the industrial heritage of the region, the festival will take on the
theme of “A Festival of a Thousand Trades”. Over 400 beers, ciders and
perries will grace the event.



Thanks to contributors Andy S, Adam R, Bill H, Ray C, John R, Barry E, Eric R

Nuneaton & Bedworth Diary
11th June
27th June

Branch meeting
Travellers Rest, Bedworth – 8:00pm
Attleborough survey Fox Inn – 8:00, Royal Oak – 8:45
Attleborough Arms – 9:30
6th July
Branch Social
Bulkington Beer Festival, Weston Hall – 12:00
9th July
Branch Meeting
Blue Bear / Felix Holt – 8:00pm
13th July
Branch Social
Old Eds RFU Beer, Cider & Music Festival – 12:00
27th July
Branch Social
Market Bosworth Rail Ale Beer Festival – 12:00
13th August Branch meeting
Anker, Weddington – 8:00pm

See the branch website for up-to-date details: nuneaton.camra.org.uk.
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More Than Meets The Eye

A

gentle drive down the Fosse Way will bring you eventually to Shipston-on-Stour, towards the bottom of Warwickshire. A Cotswoldy town which feels more like a large
village, it has rarely featured in the Good Beer Guide, and even then only ever featuring a
single pub. So why bother with an overnighter there? As ever, WhatPub tells a more nuanced
story, as there are seven pubs there, all featuring real ale. Time for a visit …
It’s not yet high noon when I arrive, so the early-opening
White Bear, right, is an obvious starter. Despite the imposing
exterior, it’s on the small side inside, but it covers all bases – a
sports TV-led bar, a more comfortable lounge, and an empty
dining area invisibly fenced off by the glasses and silverware
laid out on the tables. The pub is a recentish acquisition by that
classic Cotswolds brewery Donnington, meaning three of their
ales on the bar plus a guest. I go for the Donnington BB, and
maybe it’s my fresh palate, but I’d forgotten how nice a simple, weakish (3.6%) bitter can be – plenty of fruity maltiness with an estery twang, and a gently tangy bitterness.
Next door then to the George Townhouse, left, which looks
easily as imposing as its neighbour. It’s a Brakspear pub,
which sounds nicely independent unless you know that
Brakspear ales are actually made by Wychwood, which in
turn is owned by Marston’s. This explains the single guest of
a Jennings beer in addition to Brakspear Bitter and Oxford
Gold. The Bitter is another straightforward beer, dry and on
the thin side but clearly well made. The pub is worth exploring for its warren of small rooms, many of them cosy little
dining spaces, but with plenty of space for drinkers. They’ve clearly chucked a lot of money
at the place – explaining the £4-plus a pint – but the modern touches, in what is clearly an old
place, have been well-executed.
Just over a hundred yards away is the Coach & Horses. This time it’s a Hook Norton pub,
and while Hooky beers are fairly common across the land, it is at least a genuinely independent brewery. The place is a bit more down-to-earth, as evidenced by the Carling crew
crowded around the telly soccer, but it’s a sprawling boozer with plenty of refuge areas from
the goggle box; the many bay windows in the long frontage allow you to relax, take pause,
and observe that nothing much actually happens in Shipston. Ah,
sarcasm, a speciality of the house if the sign above the bar is to
be believed. On the bar itself is a Bateman’s guest plus the
Hooky range. It’s been so long since I actually drank any Hook
Norton that I go for Old Hooky. It’s pleasantly dry and woody, quite different to the malty
and pear-drop fruity brew that I remember of old, when it was a relative rarity.
It’s time to check in to my gaff before the enjoyment of the day makes itself too evident, so
it’s off to the Falcon (comfortable rooms at a fair price). Formalities over, it seems rude not
to check out the ales. Tribute is the regular, in nicely citrussy-honeyish condition. Next up I
avoid the Landlord, going instead for Otter Amber, which is like a toned-down version of the
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More Than Meets The Eye cont.
Tribute. Perfectly pleasant but timing is everything – should have gone for the Otter first.
Instead of a conventional pub sign, the Horseshoe has,
naturally enough, a bloody great horseshoe as its moniker; this would have made a good sign in days of yore
when the majority of rural pubgoers were thought to
have been illiterate. And it’s obviously a suitably old
building given the prominent herringbone timber work.
Sadly it’s not particularly original inside, aside from a
few old beams which have been left exposed, but with
the sun streaming in it still feels cosy and comfortable. Wye Valley HPA is the regular,
joined by guests of Purity Mad Goose and North Cotswold Shagweaver. The latter – brewed
only a few miles away – is a pleasant enough New Zealand hop beer, but doesn’t quite have
the zing that you might expect.
Well the Horseshoe might look old, but the award for the
oldest pub in Shipston goes to the thatch-roofed Black
Horse, left, which was apparently first licenced back in
1540. It sits on Station Road, though the trains are a distant
memory – the tiddly 6-mile branch line to Moreton-inMarsh was decommissioned seventy years ago. The pub
looks like the epitome of peace and tranquillity – though if
that’s what you’re after you should avoid the left-hand bar
on a big soccer day, as here too the footie fans are doing the usual vacuous thing of shoutingat-the-telly-as-though-that-makes-any-difference. But the separate right-hand bar is more like
it, featuring a wide inglenook fireplace hung with copper kettles and sporting a cast iron fire
basket. You can admire the low-beamed ceilings and bare stone walls while listening to
heated discussions about different types of manure and the relative merits of certain Morris
dancing troupes. Or enjoy a beer of course – regulars of Butty Bach and Prescott Hill Climb,
but I go for the guest of Shakespeare Othello, liquoricy, dry and appropriately dark. This too
is brewed only a few miles away – though that is because North Cotswold also bang out
beers under the Shakespeare label.
It’s an abrupt change in chronology to finish off, going from oldest to newest, as the Thirst
Edition, below, was opened only in Easter of last year. In what is surely a step change for a
relatively staid place like Shipston, it’s an archetypal micropub, a shop conversion which bangs
the drum for ale drinking in an environment free
from modern electronic diversions – and hence no
footy fans. It has a fairly simple but comfortable
interior, and the affable gaffer is keen to talk beer
and micropubs,. He certainly offers an excellent
selection, up to five ales at any one time from all
over the place, and a forthcoming list which is a good test of brewery familiarity and geography. But it’s a little too late in the day for subtlety, so I finish off with a beer which has recovered its gravitas after a rough patch, Thornbridge Jaipur.
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The LST branch pubs listed
here kindly offer real ale
discounts to CAMRA
members. We offer them
our thanks. Show them your
support and get the most
out of your membership!
For further info on the pubs,
consult WhatPub

Offering a discount in your
pub, or know of one that
does? Let us know at
LST.Camra@gmail.com

and we’ll mention it here.
NEW below means new

since the previous issue

55 Wade Street, Lichfield
Amington Inn, Amington
Angel, Lichfield
Angel Ale House, Atherstone
Beerbohm, Lichfield
Bitter-Suite, Lichfield
Bowling Green, Lichfield
Brewhouse & Kitchen, Lichfield
Brewhouse & Kitchen, Sutton Coldfield
Bulls Head, Shenstone
Crown, Four Oaks
Four Oaks, Four Oaks
Fox & Dogs, Four Oaks
Fox Inn, Coton nr Tamworth
Fradley Arms, Fradley
George & Dragon, Lichfield
Greyhound , Lichfield
Hardwick Arms, Streetly
Hedgehog, Lichfield
Holly Bush, Little Hay
Horse & Jockey, Sutton Coldfield
Market Tavern, Atherstone
Market Vaults, Tamworth
New Swan, Atherstone
Oak, Walmley
Old School House, Mere Green
Owl At Lichfield, Lichfield
Penny Black, Tamworth
Phoenix, Tamworth
Queens Head, Lichfield
Queslett, Streetly
Railway Inn, Whitacre Heath
Sir Robert Peel, Tamworth
Station, Sutton Coldfield
Tame Otter, Hopwas
Tamworth Tap, Tamworth
Whippet Inn, Lichfield
White Horse, Atherstone
White Horse, Curdworth
White Horse, Whitehouse Common
Wigginton, Wigginton
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(NEW)

The
(NEW)

(NEW)

Mancetter, Nr Atherstone, CV9 1NE
Tel (01827) 716166 Fax 713900
www.blueboarmancetter.co.uk

Serving Sperrin ales as
brewed at the Lord Nelson,
Ansley, plus guest ales

Wednesday

is Cask Night:

Four pumps run
ning,
all at £2.20 pint

(until 6pm)
(NEW)

Choice of two restaurants with a
combined menu consisting of bar meals
and a la carte cuisine.

Food specials:
Mondays:
Steak night, 8oz Frank
Parker rump, £7.95
Tuesdays:
Fish night, £7.45
Thursdays:
Roast night, £5.95

We offer high quality Bed & Breakfast at
competitive rates, suitable for business
people and families alike (two large
family rooms available)
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Local Festival Diary
Festivals with a bold heading are CAMRA festivals, where entrance is either free or discounted to CAMRA members. Why not join? See page 9.
6th-8th June, D-Day 75th Anniversary Beer Festival
Bitter-Suite, 55 Upper St John Street, Lichfield, WS14 9DT.
12 real ales, 5 ciders. BBQ. Live music Fri & Sat eve. Thu 5-10, Fri & Sat 12-10.
21st-22nd June, 13th Stratford-upon-Avon Beer & Cider Festival
Stratford Racecourse, Luddington Road, CV37 9SE
70+ ales & ciders. Fri 12-11, Sat 11-11.
27th-29th June, Bromsgrove Beer & Cider Festival
Bromsgrove Rugby Football Club, Finstall Park, B60 3DH
144 ales, 60+ ciders & perries. Thu 6-11, Fri 12-11, Sat 11-9.30.
11th-13th July, 44th Wolverhampton Beer & Cider Festival
Newhampton Arts Centre, Dunkley Street, Wolverhampton, WV1 4AN
70 ales plus ciders/perries/bottled beers. Thu 3-11, Fri & Sat 12-11.
20-21st July, Duke Inn Beer Festival
Duke Inn, 12 Duke Street, Sutton Coldfield, B72 1RJ
From noon on the Saturday, up to 12 ales.
25-27th July, 12th Stafford Beer Festival
Blessed William Howard School, Rowley Avenue, ST17 9AB
65 ales, 25 ciders/perries, gin bar, bottled beers. Thu 6-11, Fri 11.30-11, Sat 12-10.30.
26-28th July, 10th Market Bosworth Rail Ale Festival
The Goods Shed, Station Road, Market Bosworth, CV13 0PF
80 ales, 30 ciders. Fri & Sat 11-11.30, Sun 11-5. Live music Fri eve, Sat aft & eve.
15-18th August, Lord Nelson Beer Festival
Lord Nelson Inn, Ansley, Nuneaton, CV10 9PQ
Around 20 ales, 4 ciders. Food throughout and live entertainment (Fri/Sat eve, Sun aft).
5-7th Sept, 26th Tamworth Beer Festival
Tamworth Masonic Rooms, 29 Lichfield Street, B79 7QE
75+ ales plus ciders and perries. Thu to Sat 11-11. New for this year, gin bar (Fri/Sat eve).
20-21st Sept, Lichfield Autumn Beer Festival
Lichfield Guildhall, Bore Street, WS13 6LU.
30+ ales and ciders. Soft drinks and snacks. Fri 12-11, Sat 12-10.30.
Holding a beer festival? Let us know and we will advertise the event here free of charge. Details to LST.Camra@gmail.com
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Thank you for reading Last Orders!
Next edition: 1st August 2019.
Contact us at
LST.Camra@gmail.com
or see
www.LSTCamra.org.uk

